This is the bit of the magazine I've least wanted to write, which is perhaps why I've left it till last. It's 2:45 AM, and
I've just been reading through Muso's summary of the history of the Oric magazines whilst listening to a nice bit of
AC/DC on VH-1 's Classic Rock. Like poor old Bon Scott...all thing's have to end somewhere. I remember a few
years ago, when OUM was announcing it's ending, that Steve had the idea to carry on with UK Oric support, and I
thought to myself... I'd love to be able to help, but I didn't feel confident enough to volunteer, as my knowledge of
the Oric was so much more basic than everyone elses. It got to the stage where it looked like Rhetoric wasn't going
to happen, and it seemed too much of a sudden end, that I decided to offer to compile the mag. Yes - it's been hard
(especially sticking to deadlines), especially at times when you've got 90 eBay emails to answer at 4AM in the
morning, and a baby screaming in your earholes. Oh well..better late than never! If it hadn't been for the MUSO
giving me the lifeline of some spectacular articles at the most crucial times, the mag would never get finished from
month to month in fact you'd still be waiting for issue 2! In fact - thanks to everyone who's worked on the
mag - you know who you are. Brian Kidd, Jon Bristow, Matt Coates, Jim Groom and everyone else. Sure - we
haven't all always agreed on stuff.. . To name but a few, the posting of software for down load on websites. Also,
I've been of the view that a multi-format mag should be the route to take - some agreed - some disagreed.
Perhaps it's was for the best that we remained an 'undiluted' Oric only mag, Perhaps a multi-format mag may
happen in the future...who knows? Back in 1999, I was working all hours at a betting shop for minimum wage, but
now I'm 100% devoted to retrogaming (I sell old computer stuff full time now), and have more time to devote to such
things. The mag though hard, has been fun to produce, but what I'll miss most, is the friendships made during the
making of. I hope that everyone will stay in contact by email and via the newsgroup. I also hope that you'll join up
with C.E.O. and give your full support to the hard work that they do. It's a shame to say that the hoped-for last UK
Oric meet won't be taking place. We can't get a suitable venue, and I'm sorry to say that it's now getting too late to
organize anything. Sorry to all the people that showed an interest in attending.
Thanks to everyone who's supported us, either by sending in stuff, or by buying Rhetoric.
OK - so that's it. Keep in contact, keep using your Oric, Stick an enormous Oric to the roof of your Austin Allegro,
(as well as a frenchman on your bonnet), keep listening to rock music, and stay away from those dodgy northern
.

sausages.

{~ SIMON
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in turn with a very light-hearted

policy.

The front-cover is inventive: a photocopied Oric circuitboard super-imposed
with the RHETORIC logo, and
it's nice to see a contents
page actually correctly
matched with the mag's contents. You'd be surprised
how often they don't correspond
- particularly
in
fanzines!

REVIEW OF RHETORIC 17
By Dave Edwards of E.U.G.
There's often a lot to be said in the a-bit world
about a lack of supplier information should you
do an internet search on the name of your
favourite a-bit computer. It might hit not only
the excellent resources but also those with
little interest, if any, in your machine. Here in
EUG we've warned against being seduced by
PROACTION's "latest Electron conversions"
because they don't exist. To this list of
cowboys, you can also add THE REALLY GOOD
SOFTWARE COMPANY; actually only really good at
forgetting what you've ordered and sending endless
contradictory emails.
It has to be said too that there are also a lot of false
promises out there in the shape of user groups, mailing lists
and documentation sites. Your EUG Editor smarted a bit
after compiling a large article (with Chris Richardson and
Ron Marshall) for RETROVIDEOGAMES (at their request!)
only for them not to honour their promise to send him a free
copy of the issue it appeared in. On joining the BBC
MAILING LIST and identifying the new A&B and EUG disc
libraries, the only reply (from Gareth Babb) was "If only you
hadn't got your grubby hands on EUG, we'd all be better off!"
And Mark Usher's BBC DOCUMENTATION PROJECT has
now received manuals to half a dozen hardware products
painstakingly typed up by me but which its webmaster has
never taken the few seconds' worth of time it would take to
upload them for all to benefit.
Pleasing it was then to actually have one user group keep its
promise to send me a free copy of its quarterly magazine in
return for an article on the demise of EUG. The magazine in
question is RHETORIC, that of the Oric User Group,
supplied on nine double-sided sheets of A4 paper with
headers not dissimilar to EUG's own; EDITORIAL,
ARTICLES, MAILBAG, UTILITIES, ADVERTISEMENTS,
SOLUTIONS and a back page COMPETITION.
The Oric, as noted in my DON'T BE DEAD article published
in EUG #60 and RHETORIC #17, led much the same kind of
lifestyle as the BBC/Elk, apart from being infinitely more
difficult to program. It now also has the same kind of cult
following in cyberspace with abounding emulators and all
Oric emulated software available to down load to PC. The
mag RHETORIC #17, now under scrutiny, costs the same
as EUG too and is just as evidently the work of only a small
number of people.
But the finished product of#17, if this is the regular standard
of the magazines, does have a long way to go. It has two coEditors, Simon Ullyatt and Steve Marshall, who have, as
noted in the editorial, shared the workload of the magazine
h"\

~

Yet the easy-going style of the magazine falls rather
flat with its inclusion of odd information which, to me
(with a very different editorial policy), seems
completely irrelevant to the Oric or even a-bit in
general. In in-jokes, the editorial publishes a
photograph of Blakey from "On The Buses" captioned
'Our Co-Editor' and Simon Ullyatt then notes his
suspicions that Steve Marshall's previous cover
illustration on RHETORIC #16 wasn't really an Oric
game, asking him to comment. This turns the editorial
into more of a letter between the two of them.
After the DON'T BE DEAD article and answer [See
EUG #60 - Ed], three mailbag queries fill the next two
pages but really the subject matter of the first is merely
an offer of help and the third an advertisement. Only
the second letter contains a routine of use to the Oric
programmer - and here the Editor has not answered
two of the specific questions about RHETORIC the
writer put forward.
A documented scrolling routine in Oric machine code
fills the next four pages [By now you can estimate just
how little you get in comparison to EUG! - Ed] and,
while undoubtedly useful, its introduction admits that
the listing contains omissions and then states what
commands to add to remedy them. In effect it's a
program followed by a correction in the same issue!
Why hasn't the rogue line simply been changed before
the listing was printed? To me, the only answer is
because it would've meant work neither Ed wanted to
do. The result is a sloppy appearance.
Presented nicely is a page named THE TIPS
ARCHIVE, similar to the ELECTRON USER "10LlNERS'''s
section,
presenting
small
BASIC
procedures useful to Oric programmers. Unfortunately,
the information is headed by a paragraph stating it all
comes from elsewhere. The same cutting and pasting
is also seen in the SOLUTIONS section, where it is
obvious that the solutions have simply been whipped
off the internet, not even pageset properly or
spellchecked, and simply printed out!
From now on, large white patches of space are out in
force. A small snippet photocopied
from a French
periodical, entitled THE ORIC IS BACK, gets no less
than
TWO
pages
thanks
to a pigeon-English
translation.
It begins "Some people remember
(with
emotion) previous meets that hardly reached nine fans.
During the june 9th edition, not less than 25 persons
hurried to reach the door near 'Gare de l'Est', Paris."
Of course, translated
laterally, the article could be
much improved - "To scorn previous meetings of 'Oric
enthusiasts'
with a grand total of nine in attendance,
this June 9th saw no less than 25 persons bustling into
a venue near 'Gare de l'Est', Paris." - and it could still
remain tongue-in-cheek.
The decision the Ed has
taken though is, again, the

easiest. The translation is not error-checked'
it is
simply padded out with space. There's roo~ for
several more articles in the paper wasted. It is
even pointed out in the MAILBAG section that a
full review of a game was mentioned
several
issues earlier and the writer thinks it "a great idea!
Why doesn't someone get on with it?" I venture to
suggest such reviews
should be the norm in
fanzines like these so "Here, here!"

It took me about a year to get round to buying
my first Oric. I found then that it really wasn't
quite so good as it appeared at first - like the
colour screen was a bit of a let down, but
there were plenty of good points that made
me think it was a well thought out machine
and I've stayed a fan since.

The back cover devoted to a competition (in the
form of mind-boggling puzzles) is a good idea. So too is
the article in there beside my own: LIFE IN THE FAST
LANE.
Overall though, I was unimpressed with RHETORIC; it
merely proving EUG has always been streets ahead of its
competition. The response to DON'T BE DEAD is
considered, and RHETORIC does have potential there.
But the pagesetting, spellchecking and editorial policy
lacks many qualities and, with the current apathy
surrounding 8-bit, one can but wonder how long it will
survive.

Do you still use your Oric (rather than an
emulator) these days? If so, what do you do
most with it?
Delving deep into the depths of the
:.

.

Cumbrian countryside, we find a strange
three eyed creature called Oricus Musos,
other wise known as Rhetoric founding
.

bloke 'Steve Marshall'.
(Incidentally, throughout the whole of the
time I've been involved with the Oti.c, I've
never actually met Steve Marshall. I used
:. . to know a guy in Boston of the same name,
who used to uont a rock band called
'Centurion', and he used to wear a salmon
pink leotard on stage... I wonder if it's the
same bloke?)

My main use over recent years was producing
the Rhetoric disks. Since the last one I've not
use the Oric much. I've got out of the habit of
programming or finding time to sit and play
games and the word processing isn't really
good enough for today's font ridden world.
I do switch it on ocassionally and have alook
at some disks, but more often than not it is
turned on to try and solve a problem for
someone else. - So yes, I do use it but not very
much.

What are your favourite games?
Rugby and hitting people with a stick and

running away.

.

How long have you been an Oric fan for now?
I've worked it out and it's about 2700 miles. Not as
much as Jon Bristow, I suspect. In terms of time I
guess I became afan of the Oric when Ifirst saw
that black and blue advert featuring a colour
plotter, sound commands including the four
preprogrammed sounds, and those disk drives that
never turned up.
I thought

it was a great design

-

like a Spectrum

but

with a sensible keyboard, decent sound and
peripherals that weren't some bizarre little
concoction dreamt up just to see ifit could be done.

@

What wouid you say are the high points
and low points of the Oric's life, and your
involvement with the Oric?
Oh goodness, there's probably too many to
mention. The history ofOric has been a bit of
a roller coaster. The launch was a bit of a
high and then there was a big low as people
found they couldn't get software and then if
they did manage to buy it, it wouldn't load.
That set the standard for fuiture events really.
The Atmos was brilliant. For once in the
history of computer manufacturing a firm
seemed to actually listen to the users and

provided "what they asked for. At the same time it
was a bit disappointing not being very difftrent from
an Oric-l - but what a cool design! Not long after
getting the Atmos going the factory burnt dmvn. The
Oric was like that!
Personally 1 had great times when 1 eventually got a
48k Oric-l and found that you could run some
proper programs on that! There was a time when 1
managed to buy some software and rent some too,
which was quite exciting. 1 knew nothing about what
was
out
there
really
so it
was all
a

voyage
of

discovery.
I'd just about given up on the Oric when 1 moved to
Edinburgh but was persuaded to place some adverts
in opne last effort to track down some bits and
pieces. That's when 1 got my Atmos and just by
chance got an address for OUM. That was a peak
followed by a peak and more peaks - each a little bit
higher, as 1found new software and started buying
things like disk interfaces - and then disk drives. It
was fantastic finding such an enthusiastic and
knowledgable group. That led on to my introduction
to CEO etc.
The lows - there have been many. 1 used to write
letters quite a lot as 1 though 1 should try and do my
bit and contribute. Some things 1 said caused
problems or were taken the wrong way which was
terrible for me as 1 was just trying to help. 1 think it
is so important for people to let their voice be
heard. It is largely because people don't that
Rhetoric is closing!
OUM closing was a big shock for me as 1 didn't
think it would happen and 1 hadn't been able to get
tot he meet where Dave had said he may be quitting.
1 was staggered "no-one had mentioned this or done
anything about it and found myself
trying to keep things going. 1 was hugely upset "when
my efforts got little response. It seemed that 95% of
GUM readers were Dave Dickfans, not Oric fans.
1 don't really want to go through the lows in any
greater detail. It is still very upsetting for me and
the mere mention of Turkey sets off a nervous twitch

GJ

down my left side.
The highs are memorable and they must
include the Oric meets and seeing Rhetoric
spring to life.
We've had the first 20 years of Oric nowhow do you
see it progressing from now?
1 don't really. 1 think there will be a
continuation of efforts on the internet to
catalogue details about the Oric, it's software
and peripherals. Occassionally Twilighte will
release some new editor instead of getting on
with the game he is supposed to be working
on. Not much change really.
1 think we may see some new techniques
being incorporated into software, like we
have seen with the recent demos. With an
active community that may have led to some
great games software, but with the Oric
scene as it is it just results in some good
demos.
If some of the hardware developments that
were proposed some times ago ever came to
fruition, or projects like the graphics card or
Microdisc circuit board could ever become
freely available then it may get some interest
going - but
really I think it's too
"" late now. Thepigeon

..

".."

has left the coop.

.

.

The internet breeds a

community that want
"

everything for free.
For that to work it
needs people adding
to the pot, not just taking away. If everyone is
on the take things stagnate and the pot runs
dry. Sharing only works ~rit is a two-way
thing.
Do you hope to keep in contact with Oric
users thoughout the world still?
Yes and no. I'm happy to keep in touch with
people. I'm sick to death ofpeople trying to
get me to find stuft fix stuff and so on and
then not want to pay for it, or swap
something or even to pay for the postage.
1 recently had someone really interested in
an Atmos. OK I'll let you have one cheaper
than normal. Bargain. Oh, I'm a bit hard up

Dear Steve...

about them. Some of the lnemorable ones have
left the Oric scene - Dave Dick, Jon Haworth,
Kimbo, Alastair Way, P.D Kersey-Smith,
Doppel-Ganger -I didn't nleet those last two,
but still .. ...

It's been a long time since I have written to
you and Rhetoric is now closing down. All
good things come to an end. You and Simon
have done very good job with the mag. Some
of this, may be useful if you still have space
to fill, in the last issue, if not, well at least
you know that I haven't dropped off the
planet!

Anything else to add?
Thanks to everyone that gave it a go.
I'm tired.
Have a nice day.
Someone let the dog out.
Those question were crap. 1 sound like a right
miserable sod. .. hey is this thing still on?
....
----------------------------------------------------------------

Mind you, 2002 wasn't a joyous year! Both
Anne and I, both had radiotherapy for cancer, which
kept us busy every day for several months. There
were some very amusing moments during that treatment, but nothing repeatable in polite society! In addition, we had to fight a lunatic developer's scheme,
to build an extra two storeys on top of our small, but
very pleasant three story block of flats. At the moment, we have forced a stalemate, but I doubt if we
have heard the last of the it.

Will that do ? Sounds a bit negative, but then I'm
having a really bad year and I'm rather fed up just
now.

Enough of this I hear you cry! what of computers in
general and the Oric's in particular? Our Oric is still
in fine fettle and even gets used on the rare occasion, the last time a few weeks ago, was to solve a
printer problem. I also still keep an eye on the internet group (comp.sys.oric) as often as I can.
So what else is new? Well I now have returned to
some of my roots, in this case, photography. Being
made redundant, reduced my enthusiasm for photograpt-.y for a number of years, apart from the occasional foray with the camcorder. Most of the pictures that I used to illustrate articles printed in the
DUM, were dumped from that camcorder, into the
computer. They served the purpose, but were not
very good.

Thanks Muso!

Results from latest digital cameras has revived interest, to the point, that we actually went out and
bought the latest Microsoft Windows XP computer

and a Nikon 885 Coolpixcamera.
The camera is great and can even produce superb
copies from myoid 12 on 120 roll film transparencies, originally taken on my SLR camera. The photographic results are very good and are easy to transfer to the Acom RiscPC, where they can be stored
and retouched. Best of all, no toxic chemical processing is required. It's a far cry from the days long
ago, when I made my own darkroom equipment, including a photographic enlarger. Making the enlarger bellows from window blind material was the
hardest bit, but worth it in the end.

Spectrum
Commodore
Atari
Sega
Nintendo

The digital camera produces excellent results, but
we could now do with a better computer printer, our
present colour one is an Epson 460, but there are
now newer models capable of better photo quality
and resolution.
At a pinch, we could have used a Surftec card
reader to transfer photos from the camera to the
Acorn computers, but the Microsoft computer

BUY ONLIN£!
www.retrogamez.co.uk
(f)

winning line and then display the results of its predictions.

makes it easier. Transferring

files from our
Acorn computers to friends who use Microsoft
computers, has always been a bit of a problem as you may well remember, but now we
have a Microsoft computer too, the problem is
easily solved. The Acorn has all the necessary
conversion software, so we can now deal with
any required file conversions ourselves. It also
increases the range of software available to
us.

The "experts" say that the best way to predict lottery numbers is to start with random numbers. Initially I collected all the lottery results in a table for
seventeen weeks. The Oric's random number selection was used to pick a new line of six numbers
from the winning numbers in the first sixteen
weeks and then compared that Oric selection

with the winning line for the seventeenth week.

I~

effect, I was using the Oric to try and predict a future winning line that I already knew.

There are small drawbacks of course. We soon found
that even the very latest "Windows XP" computer has
a long way to go to catch up with our old Acorn computers and it's noticeably slower too. The very latest
Acorn machines would probably leave it standing!
That doesn't matter, as the "XP" can still do the
things, we bought it for and we just copy anything we
want to use, to and from our Acorn machines. As we
don't intend to dispose of the Acorn machines, we
now have the best of both worlds.

The results and how much money it would cost
were logged up on the screen. Each time the
space bar was pressed, the Oric would in effect,
gamble another £1. It was possible to gamble
thousands of pounds on the lottery, without it
costing a penny! Of course, the Oric random numbers are not really random. Reboot the Oric and
you will get the same sequence again. However,
by using a table of winning lottery (now Lotto)
numbers as a base, you should get a genuine random selection.

That problem you and I had with those Oric articles
that I emailed to you quite a while ago, appears to be
due to a slight glitch in the Win XP virus software.
Anything it doesn't understand, like any bit of code
from the Acorn system and it will promptly delete all
the file contents and hand you an empty file. Very
useful I don't think!
In addition, every time I boot up Win XP, it tells me
that the virus software has expired and~that I need to
buy a new copy. The suppliers (MacAfee) say ignore
that, because it has the rest of the year to run, but it
doesn't inspire great confidence in the system!

Initially, one sequence showed a small profit, but
invariably that soon turned into a considerable
loss and I am glad I didn't put real money into it. It
was a J'un project only. Of course you could adjust
the software to reject or promote certain number
sequences, with the aim of improving it's prediction rate.
If you want to use real money, it would be best to
restrict the stake to no more than £2 per week. If
you need more than that, your software obviously
doesn't work! You should always destroy any other
lines, before the winning line is declared, just in
case there is a winner amongst them. That could
be very annoying.

One thing I do like about Win XP is the "Thumbnail"
software for photo files, it's better than Acorn's version. It is also possible to run an Acorn emulator on
the Win XP. You can get a free copy for 30 days from
"Virtual Acorn" on the internet, but I took the easy way
and bought the CD, which has a lot of useful software
with it. You need at least a 300Mhz processor, ours is
1.8Ghz and runs very well indeed. Just like a genuine
Acorn, so if you feel like trying a real computer........

So that's one little idea. The Oric is far from dead.
Just imagine the effect that it would have if someone used the Oric to win a lottery jackpot. I will
also be keeping an eye on the internet.

Meanwhile, back to the Oric. The Atmos is still useful
as an easy way to control equipment and of course
it's very much easier to program than the very latest
computers. A great machine for the experimenter, as
well as the games fan and I shall be hanging on to
mine for a long time yet.

All the very best.
Peter N. Bragg.

Hi Peter,

One interesting idea I thought of, was to write software to pick lottery numbers. I was going to use it, as
the next project in OUM, after I finished the series on
the Oric computer mouse. However, Dave Dick closed
OUM down at that point, not surprising in view of faIling readership. In the meantime, I produced a test
program, which appeared to work very well. The idea
was to collect sets of winning numbers and then write
a program to use those numbers to predict the next

1¥

Steve and myself would like to thank you for all of
the great things that you've done for the Oric
world over the years, and with you and your family
good health & happiness for many years to come.
Simon

(jJ

Within two years of its opening the company had expanded to a
point where Everiss was fmding it difficult to manage with so
little business experience. One of Microdigital's customers was
Alan Sterling, a director of the hi-fi chain Lasky's, and he offered
a solution. As Everiss explains, "They made me an offer I couldn't
refuse. We set up stores within stores nationally for them and then
integrated
into
their
mainstream,"

BRUCE EVERISS

Many of the Microdigital staff moved on to set up a software
company called Bug Byte, while Everiss spread his .talents
around. He approached publishers Felix Dennis with the idea of a
trade magazine; the result was Microscope, which is still running
today. He also worked for Bug Byte on a consultancy basis,
helping with their marketing, a field in which he always showed
great aptitude. He even dabbled in journalism, before moving into
his next permanent position.
Before the 1980s if you wanted to buy a computer
off the shelf it would set you back more than £500
(a king's ransom in those days) and would have
probably been imported from the States.
Therefore, most budding computer owners built
their own, after all, if you held an interest in
computers you were probably an electronics nut
anyway, used to building radio sets and
calculators. Or maybe you'd be an academic or science professional,
since the only people lucky enough to use a 'real' computer were
those who worked in large universities or research insitutes. These
early machines may not sound attractive, but it would be foolish to
believe that there was no market for them.

Bug Byte followed the trailblazing efforts of Microdigital by
rapidly becoming one of the leading software companies in the
country. It had been founded by a handful of the few computer
'veterans' in the country and they put their experience to good use
in producing some of the most memorable early titles for the
ZX81 and the ZX Spectrum. Their success attracted talented
programmers like Matthew Smith, the genius behind Manic
Miner and for a while their continued success seemed guaranteed.
Howe~er, with so much creative talent trying to express itself, it
was inevitable that some members of the Bug Byte team would
want to move in their own direction. Most memorably, AIan
Maton and Matthew Smith split off to form Software Projects,
while Dave Lawson and Mark Butler left to create Imagine
Software.

In the late-Seventies, Bruce Everiss was an accountant with an
interest in computers. He had already set up a computerised bookkeeping company called Datapool Services in Liverpool, when he
began to make plans to open a computer shop in the city. ~he
computer press of the time was limited, to say the least, but stones
about new systems from the other side of the Atlantic persuaded
Everiss that this was a market on the brink of something special.
"So I begged, borrowed and stole so I could rent a shop. We opened
in July 1979."

In early 1983 Bruce Everiss was invited by Lawson and Butler to
become the operations manager of Imagine. Success had come
suddenly for the new company thanks to Arcadia, a shoot 'em up
title written by Dave Lawson. For a brief, dynamic period Imagine
came to represent the meteoric rise of the home computer
industry; a shining example of the sort of affluent lifestyle that
could be achieved in this almost mythical new medium. Not that
the directors

of Imagine were only interested

in success

- they

wanted to be seen to be successful too. This required media
attention and now the Bruce Everiss PR machine went into
overdrive, ensuring that Imagine achieved the sort of exposure
that other companies could only dream of.

To begin with Microdigital stocked Apples, NASCOM and SIOO
machines. Then came the Science of Cambridge SCIMP 2, HP 85
and Commodore PET. Mountains of books were sold too,
satisfying enthusiasts' thirst for knowledge. There was even a repair
service for home kit builders and a magazine called Liverpool
Software Gazette. It was a place where teenagers were encouraged
to come on a Saturday morning to play with new technology, and
where budding computer owners could fmally buy across the
counter rather than by mail order, with its inherent lack of customer
servIce.

Looking at the back-catalogue of Imagine games it's difficult to
understand how they prospered to the extent that they did. So
much of it had to be due to the level of hype they generated, fed to
a software-hungry market with few preconceptions. And head of
hype was Bruce Everiss. Perhaps his greatest feat was to attract
the attention of the general media with a wild story of how 16year-old programmer Eugene Evans (another ex-Microdigital
employee) was on a salary of £35,000 per year and owned a
sports car that he was too young to even drive. "We had to bring
computer games to a wider audience," says Everiss on the subject,
"and the cult of personality was a tool we used."

It was an exciting time for Everiss; at the tender age of 22 he was
presiding over a landmark in British computing and in such a small
pond he was able to make a big splash. This was typified by the
time that he announced to anyone who would listen that he would
not be stocking Acorn's new Atom computer due to the
manufacturers' production problems. His outspoken behaviour led
Personal Computer World to describe him as 'incorrigible' and
would earn him a reputation within the industry as a man apt to
make memorable pronouncements.

The Imagine HQ reeked of success. It was a plushly-carpeted
office, decked out with dozens of expensive Sage terminals,
staffed by nearly a hundred programmers, technicians, artists and
musicians. Such extravagance seems to have been justified at the
time, after all, they were doubling their turnover every month.
"We knew that we were going places," explains Everiss. "Some at
the time called it arrogance and maybe they were right. On the
inside it was just hard graft and constant success."

It wasn't just people looking to part with cash who were coming
through the door, there was also an army of young enthusiasts who
were eager to join the staff and sell these amazing new machines.
And it was this group of employees that would come to form the
basis of Liverpool's remarkable computer scene.
(f)

games and watching videos, while others entertained
themselves with fire extinguisher fights. Lawson and
Hetherington had vanished to the States, leaving Everiss to
try to find jobs for around 60 people. Beleaguered and
defeated, he was left with no option but to resign. "Dave and
lan, being too much of cowards to face up to me, have told
Mark that they wouldn't want me here when they returned,"
he remarked at the time.

However, the bubble was about to burst. Much has been made
of the effect of the 'Mega Games' and they have often been
blamed for Imagine's downfall, but there were many other
factors to take into account. The Mega Games were intended
to be a revolutionary way of taking Spectrum Software a step
further. They would use a hardware device that would be
attached to the back of the computer, granting extra memory
and eliminating piracy in one blow. The only drawback was
that the games never got further than the design stage, while
the intended cost of £30 would have been unworkable in an
increasingly competitive market.

In the immediate aftermath, Everiss adnlits that there was
considerable acrimony, but in hindsight he has only one real
regret. "That I stayed at Imagine too long. Once the writing
was on the wall I should have taken my then intact reputation
el sewhere.
Loyalty
did not serve
me well."

They were not the cause of Imagine's downfall though. Far more
important was complacency and a delusionary belief by directors
Dave Lawson and Mark Butler in the the sort of hyped corporate selfimage that Bruce Everiss had created. It was an expensive image to
maintain and several of the director's decisions made it increasingly
difficult
for
Everiss
to
sustain
Imagine's
success.

In 1985, Bruce Everiss joined Tansoft, the owners of Oric as
managing
director and made a typically bullish
announcement: "My first ain1 is to establish the Oric Atmos
in its rightful market position." On hearing this his
predecessor, Paul Kaufinan, said, "His reputation says it all.
The only thing that annoys me about his appointment to
managing director is that he is now driving around in what
used to be my Mercedes."

During the Christmas of 1983 Imagine had bought out the entire
capacity of the country's largest tape duplicating plant in an effort to
scupper the output of their competitors. This apparent masterstroke
backfired horribly however, leaving Imagine with a warehouse full of
unsellable stock, forcing them to slash their prices in the New Year
and infuriate retailers in the process. Their second misjudgement was
to agree to write software for the publishing house Marshall
Cavendish. The sort of games that were expected and what Imagine
were able to deliver in the time available differed somewhat, and when
Marshall Cavendish pulled their investment it tighten the screw on a
company who were spending a vast amounts of money to keep
themselves at the top of the software tree.

Sadly, Oric was fighting to survive in market completely
dominated by the Spectrum and the Commodore. Although it
had a foothold in France, in the key market of the UK, it
failed to impress. In a trade journal, Everiss said, "Oric's
performance in the UK tIlls year was a total disaster. The
company built up massive debts and is scheduled to repay
£3.5 million to creditors by March." Everiss was about to
fmd himself aboard another sinking srup.
In 1986, after Oric had folded, Everiss joined the newly
formed budget house, Codemasters in 1986 for a year,
looking after their marketing. For him it was like being
involved at the start of Imagine again the excitement and
sense of possibility of a new venture. Thankfully,
Codemasters was rather better managed than his old
employers and in 2000 he returned to them as Head of
Communications, taking care of their PR in all the world's
markets. In the interim, Everiss had kept himself busy setting
up the All Formats Computer Fairs, which he still fW1Stoday
and have proved extremely popular in North West England.

"There were two main problems with Imagine," comments Everiss.
"Firstly, the cost base became too high, too many staff and very
expensive office accomodation. Secondly, development stopped
producing product to sell, they expected the existing catalogue to sell
for ever." With unpaid creditors blocking the phonelines, the end was
nigh for Imagine. As the crisis intensified, Dave Lawson, Mark Butler
and fmancial director, Ian Hetherington, became distant figures,
scarcely seen about the Imagine offices. When the bosses did meet,
discussions about the Mega Games went on as though their problems
didn't exist. "I think it was very difficult for anyone to accept reality,"
said Everiss. "For a star to shine so bright and fall so fast. It was
impossible to take corrective action as the whole mentality and
decision making process was founded on continuous success."

-

Although he has often been considered controversial thanks
to his forthright approach, the effect of Bruce Everiss on
British computing has been considerable. From creating a
cradle of talent in Liverpool, to rus involvement in the city's
computing dominance of the early Eighties, he has shown a
commitment to the medium that has helped to establish
Britain as one of the world's most important software
producers. Furthermore, he raised the profile of computing
beyond the attention of enthusiasts and into the psyche of a
much wider audience. And for that we should be grateful.

As the foundation of success on which Imagine was based began to
distintegrate, Hetherington began laying plans for a 'lifeboat' - a way
for Lawson, Butler and himself to jump ship unscathed. In the
meantime Everiss was fighting to pilot a ruddlerless ship. It was only
towards the end that he became aware of the extent of the problem.
"I'm not a signatory on the bank or anything," he said at the time, "but
I've had a look. at the fmancial records of the company and there has
never been a VAT return, never a bank concilIation, never a creditor's
ledger control account, never any budgeting, never any cash-flow
forecasting, no cost centres, not even an invoice authorisation
procedure. Just no financial controls at all."

RIGHT:»
BRUCE EVERISS
IN 2000.

Remarkably, the death of Imagine was recorded by a BBC film crew
as they were making a documentary supposedly based on the success
of the British software industry. What they ended up with was
something very different. In the final weeks, the Imagine offices began
to descend into chaos, with Everiss attempting to hold what remained
of the company together. Employees were sitting around playing
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The Uric
Magazines

this was really a revitalised version of the
Tansoft Gazette and maintained Paul Kaufinan
as editor. ll1e first issue dated Januaty 1983 and

I thought as we wind up this
maaazine of ours that it'd be nice
to have a look back at the other
Otic specific
magazines
and
newsletters that there have been
over
the
years.
I must
acknowledge
the work of Jon
Haworth whose article in OUM
#37 provided
a lot of the
infonnation here.
.=>

Starting off then we really
need to look at the early TangeIine
magazines. Tangerine itself was
fonned in 1979. Their principal product was
the Microtan 65 and the will to support this
machine led to the TangeIine User Group. T.
U.G produced it's first magazine in November

1981, though

.

the

group
seems
to
have been fOlmed
in mid- 1980. They
produced
a
magazine
regularly
each month
right
up to the last issue
#36
in
October
1983.

appeared with each Oric- 1 sold. It appeared
regularly every other month until issue 8 where
it was supposed to go on the news-stands - in
shops! The plan was to go monthly and attract
a wider audience, but it never happened. The
delayed ninth issue appeared for October/
November 1984 and the tenth issue became the
last, released
as December/
January
1985
though I think it arrived late.

-

One Microtan
User was making a
nuisance of himself

asking

questions

\.

and so on. Before he
knew it he found himself ftonting Tansoft's
own magazine - the Tansoft Gazette, the first
issue appealing in October 1981. This was not
a monthly magazine, but a bimonthly one
which ran for just 7 issue. The sixth issue was
important though, in that it featured the first
announcement
of the Oric- 1 in it's augustJ
September issue of1982!
I've never managed to obtain any of
these early magazines. If anyone has any spare
or would be willing to photocopy some please
get in touch !!!
Back then to the what was the fiTst
proper Otic magazine
Tansoft's Oric Owner.

DuIing it's time it seems to have had a bit of a
rocky ride with Paul Kaufinan moving over for
Kester Cranswic~ in issue 7. Paul had seemed
so bored with himself that he pictured his cat in
issue 6 ! Kester didn't last long though and
Carolyn Groenveld took over on issue 9. She
seems to have started out dealing with
advertising and found work illustrating the
magazine. She is the artist behind the famous
bird animation in the Atmos demo.
This is probably
the best Blitish
magazine
the most professionally produced
and featuIing the most useful infol1nation and
best programs. Over in France they copied it !

-

-

C§

Micr'Oric was originally almost a
straight translation
of Oric Owner,
issue I being produced in June 1983
by ASN. By issue 4 it was about half
Oric Owner and half it's own material.
Issue 5 was completely new. Curiously
it too only lasted for 10 issues, the final
issue containing an ambitious project
to add a colour card to the Oric.
Back
in
England
and
the
second
pro
per
magazine
Oric
Computing.
1bis seems to
have been TUG
magazine
.

changing

it's

'name
to suit
the new Oric
.

.

confusion
were).

about

how

machine.
It
produced just 5

magazines with
the last being a
double
issue,
(causing some
many there actually

This wasn't a great magazine featuring
not much apart from listings. And they
weren't very short listings either which meant

that many people didn't bother to type then1 in.
111e Doppel-Ganger
and Attdbutes in Action
come from here and it is also notable for
contributions from Kimbo who was the man to
later find fan1e selling raffle tickets at OUM
meets.
The next proper Oric magazine appeared
in France. This was the famous Theodc which
had the longest run of any of the professional
magazines by a long way. It ran fium the first
issue of October 1984 right through, without a
break in publication until the last issue #37 in
December 1987.
Theoric covered most aspects of the Oric,
including robot control devices, disk utilities,
large machine code programs, extra commands,
add-on sound chip projects and more all
accompanied by plenty of type-in progI-ams to
suit every need.
The magazine.
benefited from
s
0
m
e
knowledgeable
contributors
including
E;ric
Viel who wrote
many of the
g a m e s
programs, and
Fabrice Broche
who was, 0
course,
responsible for
Sedoric
amongst other
things.
Towards
the end the
magazine
wanted a certain number of subscriptions to
continue
publication.
They intended
going
subscription
only, but they just didn't get
enough people.
Now for a look at the non-professional
mags and to begin with the West Lothian Odc
User Group. This Scottish group was perhaps
the
first independent
group
in Britain
supporting the Oric. It is hard to establish
exactly when it began, but it was formed by
Stuart Wilson who wrote articles for some of the
news-stand publications
like Your COlnputer.
The group had regular meetings and they
produced a newsletter to keep members up to
0J>

Ramsey - usually known as IOUG. Jon Haworth
has the first issue as being Aplil 1982 wInch
can't be right I'm guessing it is April 1985. The
first issue I own is #6 fi:om November 1985.

date. TIns largely feattu'es progICU11s
that featured in Microwaves, fi:ol1l.
Your Cornputer and collecting news
fi:om Otic Owner etc, giving details of
the latest releases.
Interestingly the newsletter was
put together on the Oric using the
11CP 40 printing sideways to obtain 80
text The text was cut in to snips and
glued
to
make
sheets
of
approximately A4 size which could then be
photocopied.
I'm guessing the newsletters
started in 1984 and were binl.onthly. I have
up to issue 9 but I think they continued a
Jittle longer than that.

The magazine consisted of just 5 sheet of
A4 with print on one the L1.Ces.TIley produced
evelY two or three months right up to the final
issue in FebrualY 1989 making 23 issues in an.
IOUG was the main,stay for many UK Oticians
for four years and includes contributions trom
Allan Whittaker (of HGC who later conttibuted
to OUM), Dave
Goodrum
(reviewing
the
Opel
system
which
Simon
U llya tt
now
owns),
and
several
more
names who will
be familiar
to
OUM members.

Not to be outdone, an Oric group had
been set up in Norway as early as Autumn
1983. The Norwegian Oric-1 User Group
(Oric Brukerklubb)
released a magazine
called Oric-eieren, (Oric Owner) which lasted
for just 5 issues fiom Autumn1983
to
Summer 1984 with the last issue numbered
5/6 and containing some 90 pages!

In fact it seems
that
the
introduction and
success of OUM
led
to
the
In a g a z i n e s
demise.
Members
were
encouraged to support GUM which rn<ulY did
leading to OUM becoming a velY successfiIl
magazine.

Espen Kroke started a new user group
in 198511986 although Oric interest was
fading at this time. The club released 13
magazines fi:om Jan 1986 to March 1987
with Amt Eric Isaksen beill.g a regular
contributor.
It was later that Amt set up Klubb Oric
Norden
which
produced
bimonthly
magazines fiom 1989, the first issue being
Nov/Dec - until when, I'm not sure. Some of
the
inform a tion
seems to have
. ~-~'::~>~
..'~-;-'''~~-;~-~'''
.'
been
taken
~]f.
.~>t-""'"
..J~:';. U <$5 ~"'.~?
'.' -'(;:Rv~13
from
OUM
~
r
;'';' t- i"""'t"'D
'1and translated.
~J~~.l".)
~~\/..:.u-~~'~
.
The last issue I
..;~tV!1%lJi1~!~~';Y~~.';'
have
is
#9
fiom
March/
April 1991
they appear to
-rrl E
be quite good,
but I'm not
good enough
at tran,slating
to say more.
.

'0»"

Next in Britain, came Your Otic. Tl1is was
produced
by the brothers, Ken and Chtis
Thompson. (I think those first names are right).
It says _Organised by the P.I.N.G user gTOUp"on
the cover. I'm not sure what that is/was.

."'to

.

,

"

.

Launched in June 1986 this magazine
had quite a professional look alx>ut it~ It ran
bimonthly until June 1987 with a final issue in
December 1987, making just 8 issues. I really
like this magazine. It ha.s the tight sort of mix
of news, reviews and programs to type in. TIle
type-ins were well worth the effort with tile
final issue having an excellent Line Drawing
program which found it's way onto one of tile
OUM disks.
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fonowed by
_Independent

-

The
demise of Oric
Owner
was
the establishment
of
the
Otic User Group- by Gary

The presentation
was velY good, but
unfortunately
the English was appaHing.
Fortunately
some people that could write
stared to contribute to the magazine, not1.bly
one chap who went by the name of
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PLUG News is a little AS magazine that was
produced on the MCP 40 with a few illustration
here and there and then photocopied.
I have
what appears to be the first edition which is
undated and consists mainly of listings with a
few bits of news and hints & tips and there is
detail about o1ee1ings that appear to have
been regular. Small but sweet! I also have #6
which is dated 1986 and is the Christmas
edition.
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cartoons. They appear
young chaps maybe in
there is some good stuff
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Over to Oric Notes of which I have issue
2 dated December
1985. TIlls is an A4
magazine baring some similarities with You
Otic, though it isn't as well done.. It is again
largely printed on the MCP 40 but has other,
better text added There is a PLUG page and
more news etc than PLUG News and then
there is a lot of listings again with a few
tutorials too.
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Archimedes, who wrote about the Oric scene in
France. This was none other than Jon Haworth.
Also there was a chap called Mick Poat who
produced the fabled, Mick Poat drum machine,
but I've never managed to see one. Your Otic also
managed to produce a decent piece of software,
called Tyrant, which they soid. Not many got to
see this and it appeared eventually on a Rhetoric
.disk.

Volume 5- is dated March-May which doesn't
make too much sense. There are again lots of
listings including a rather intriguing program
to morph:trom
one object to another. ll1e
-example in the program goes ftom an £gg t-o.a
chicken. There is also a map for Land of

Les.~er koDWD. magazines
suJ:fuced. O<ri.c
Notes and Plug News were both produced by
Paul Meadows with the help of R Huw - MOI:ganlones, Lloyd Preston and Glenn Peacey. Glenn
and Paul were :trom Peterborough
which may
have something to do with the origins of YLUG- .
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material

than you'd expect :trom this little offering. I
wish I had more of them or knew more about
PLUG, but thafs about all I can tell you.
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of mix with a few
to be produced by
their early teens, but
here.
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too were
producing
Cl n1:a~dZirIe

for
Otic
users. TI1C
caUed
it
"Ori.c Users
I n f 0 "
which was
prod ueed
by
th e
group,
"Otic Users
Hollancr' clever that!
I have j~st
two
of
these

nicely produced
little mags. They
appear
to have been published
bimonthly
and were professional
looking AS editions with a nice cover,
though there were few pages inside.
The first issue was dated July 1986 and
has news, detail about the gTOUp,
addresses of places to buy software
and a fe\v listings. The September
issue (nulnber 2) has detail of the new
Odc Telstrat
Quite nice but a bit small
these n1ags are good to add to the collection.
but I don't know how many there were in
total.
Denmark too had it's Otic magazines,
as we've seen ITom Henrik HoIm_s article.
There were two
clubs which were both
called _Otic Klubben_. One seemingly
produced
magazines called Otic Info of
\vhich I have <monthly) issues from June
1984 to October 1984- We don't know how
many more there were.
The other club produced a magazine
called 65536 which was to be 16 pages each
time. We know of magazines up to #6 trom
mid 1985 and know that the club still
existed in 1986 but don't know of any
further magazines.
At iLs height the first club had some
I So members with the second club having
75.
Otic User Monthly didn't get going
until Oric closed down! Robert Cook
thought the poor beast needed a bit of
support and he produced some magazines
which were ftanldy rather poor. hrltially the
magazine had a cover but this was soon
dropped in favour of printing a page of text
The 1\4 magazine contained just a few pages
and feahlTes small reviews of games and
some hints and cheats. The first issue
anived in Sept 1987 had just S pages of 1\4
(including the front cover) and was 55p.
Robert never expected the magazine to last
too long, but by # 18 the front cover was
back thanks to one Jon Haworth and a
column called "Daves Data" was up and
running.
Robert intended to produce software
to sell along with the magazjne - a vital
service for people wanting
to use a
computer!
He set up a software company

and
found
son1eone
already had the name and
so changed it eventually
to Mirage. It is somewhat
amusing then to find out
that there was also a
Mirage in existence at that
time.
(You can
find"
advelis ITom them
in ~
Your Computer etc)
~.
Initially
the!;
magazine seems to havel
been
done
on
a
~WriteL
Conmbution
fi'om the like's of Dave
Dick were done on the
Onc using a decent 80 column printer. In fact
Dave produced pages on the Otic for OlTM for
many )''"CafS.
Things progressed with more conmbutors
and more members sa\V improvements. By issue
34 Robert had had enough and moved on to
other things and so Dave took over the numing
of OUM from issue 35. This arrangement had
been made some time previously when,
apparently Jon, Dave and Robert had met to
discuss OUM. Robert wanted out but Jon and
Dave though the magazine was worth saving.
Anangements

were

made

to continue

-

and

thank goodness they did. \\1'hen IOUG ended
most people moved over to the relnaining
magazine, swelling its ranks. Through this bit of
luck and the dedication of people like Dave and
JOll, the magazille progressed, providing Otic
users in BtiWn. and beyond with a useful group
how continued
to provide software and the
support that users needed
OUM had something of informal approach
with Dave not scared to stick in a bit of humour
son1ethillg that gut him in trouble .tron1 time to
time ! Along with this fiiendly background there
were serious articles ftom Man Whittaker, Jon
Ha-worth and Peter Bragg \voo provided the
backbone
of the magazine.
Without
their
contributions Idoubtthe magazine would have

-

lasted

- but

it did, against

all the odds, until Dave

decided enough was enough. OUM had kept
going for 145 issues (£i:om September 1987 to
September 1999)
a remarkable petfonnance
considering that for all it's life the Otic was seen
as 'comn1ercially dead'.

-

When it was announced that OUM was to
close I \vas shocked. I thought there \vas plenty
of life left in the Odc yet, and plenty of things we
could s1ill do~ RhetoD.c wa':\ an Idea thought up
me, but I hated the idea of ptinting and posting
letters etc. I proposed the idea but got so little

§

response-

about gave
on the idea.
.

.

J. just

Jon
Bristow
eventually got in
touch by phone',
and
persuaded,

.

j
,

J

"', ," So
,

idea that we could-:
produce an electronic,
magazine
like
the:
early ]EO disks. These:
were' good but I could
see there being extta
vlork involved and I

real November issue!

.

,.late

!

we

is velY

have

had

problems
and went £ram
.'
being
a
monthly
to a
,
- bimonthly
magazine
to
try
and
help.
like
fue
,."
CEO
we
wanted
to

"produce
quarterly disks
,--wrAch ',",vedid, until we
,went
bimonthly
,. whereupon
.the .maths
,got complicated
so we
. .produced
a disk with
,
every other mag, so three
disks a_year. Ten disks in
all have been produced
and our mag \vill have lasted from August
1999 until February 2003 (or whenever it is
that this goes out HI).

':
'

,

oh dear. I was getting rather

.

Et)~.

,

,

':

Looking
back
I
-tihJnk'wc.have--d0ne--quite
a good job. There have

.
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- #25

last issue

,

"

like things being easy.

SirnOll and JOll
managed to produce a
first issue ill time for
the last OUM meet in
Aylesbury;
August
1999
if
I
recall
cOITectiy. These were
sold
providing
encouragement
for
further members
to
join. We had online
meetings and agreed
to begin the magdZine
proper
after
01Jlvl

tile

as the

, .to. get the magazme
out.
',We
have
stnlggled
to
. ,meet deadlines
and this

We
tried
to
get.
support and just about
persuaded
a ten or
twelve
people
that
Rhetoric could work. Simon Ullyatt even sent in
an article. None of us could 'read' the email(:~d

.

dated

issue

1

online
magazffie.
He '
then produced
an Oric
'
disk version
with the "

-,

then

"-1 glless you know the'
lrest We have s~ggled

worth giving it a try. ,
He p-rodu{:ed a taY£.
Rhetoric
on
his
website with the idea
that it could be an

dcpresb'ed' abDut'th-e,
situation and said I
.couldn!t-see' it -working
whereupon
Simon
. offered
-ID. .become.
editor. (J still have the
emaiJ).
We
hastily
accepted
before
he
had time to refuse and
se t about organising
how we could work
this thing.

we

November

DIe. it "\voltld be--

document

jfinisbed
so as not to
cla.sh with it's production.
'Issue
2 cmDe out in
October and was dated
November. That was odd.

up
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.some

,.interesting

bits and pieces resulting
trom our efforts, 1hough
at the time producing fue
mag and disks has been
an arduous
task - at
times a nigh1mare!
Ifs
no
wonder
of her
magazffies didn't last too
long!

OLl}v1was proud to
call
itself,
"Europe's
Longest
Rum1ing Otic
Magazine", but this was
not to remain tnle as in
France a smaUer but
persisten t
grou p
of
enthusiasts
had
kept
,flying the flag for the
Oric
and they weren;t
going away!!

-

was to become Club Europe Oric aren't
entirely clear to me. I'll try and explain
but excuse me ifl get it wrong!
The club started off (by
Stephan
Sarlande ?) as Club Oric International and
they produced an electronic journal on
disk which they called Journal Electr' oric
or ]EO for short
The first ]EO disk
appeared in January 1987 with ]EO 2
being in June. For ]EO 3 they changed the name
ftom COl to Club Disc'Oric with Vmcent Talvas
taking over editors hip and produced
another
couple of disks in 1988. It is worth pointing out
that in this year France had no printed Oric
magazine!
COO. decided to start printing a
bulletin in February 1989 and in this year started
to bring out quarterly disks. The May bulletin
was being produced in English and they were
now advertising the CDOSoft disk containing
Willy, and a second disk containing
Risiko,
Yahtzee, Mluch and Oeil de Zoltec.
By this time the structure of the club had
settled \vith Vmcent as President,
Laurent
Chiaccierini
translating
to. English and Jon
Haworth acted.as the UK agent

remain a source
Oricians.

of information

After Rhetoric closes they will be the
last remaining Oric magazine and they do
their best to meet the needs of everybody
out there. I can only urge ALL of you to
join up. (See the order form elsewhere in
the mag).
Jonathan Bristow has kindly agreed to take
orders for the mag so there is no problem
exchanging money. Please give them a try.
-MUSO-
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Sadly numbers dropped with both the loss of the
English version and the ending of OUM. But still
the CEO continue. Wherever possible articles,
letters, emails etc are printed in English so they
GJJ
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111e magazine didn't seem to have so many
things happening as OUM, but it did produce
some good disks of software (in addition to the
regular disks). The magazine maintain a steady
flow of infonnation which was enjoyed by quite
a few UK readers until issue 80 when Laurent
decided
he could not continue.
He had
produced the English version of the CEO-Mag
almost single-handed and done a great job, but
life takes over
and so the December 1996 was
the last English version.

.::!.~

~i,4. '<:

-

seems to have been a bit
early days with a few double
13 though the title of Club
removed in favour ofCEO-MAG
at the top ftom then on with
publishing dates and magazine

m

-

.!!!m

Publication
sporadic in the
issues, by issue
Europe Oric was
which remained
more stability in
size and quality.

'1::

...

~

The name change occurred again with the
club being 91llec! .,Ql\lp El1!°pe Oric, but at tQis
time they started to produce a bigger better
magazine to accompany the disk, called the ]EO
Mag. (199°? these are undated 1)This continued
until the double issue 8/9 which features the
name CEO-Mag for the first time.
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Mattias GyIJerup
with a short
sprites program
together with
a demonstration
of what it can do.

THIS IS A sprite program for the Oric-l 48K,
but I believe that it would suit the Atmos as
well. The Temo - Test Mode - sprites will
only work in Text mode, but still give you the
effect of one pixel movement in every direction. Each sprite is made by a 6 x 8 grid
one
character
but needs a 12)( 24 grid
four
characten
to work, ego One sprite would
easily fit into the character C. but to work it
must also use D,E and F. This technique
con:sumcs 11lot of mcmocy, but It 1:sthc only
way it can be done.
Line 0 to 300 is a demo program with only
one sprite in action. The description of how to
use the sprites will refer to this program.
Line 500 to 870 shows you 20 sprites in
action. Run 500 will allow you to look at this
smaU demo program. To get back to the
ordinary character set, press the Reset button.
Line 60000-60450 is the Temo machine
code. When you are about to make your own
prognun using sprites then only type in these
lines, imd then type in your program, which
must
of course - contain a Gosub to
60000.
Remember that the G08ub must be after
your Data statements, if you use any.

-

-

-

-

.

To control the sprites in the Temo program
Now let's start to write.
you have got to know a few things fIrSt.
The fIrst line that does anything in your
.If the sprite is on (1)or off (0) ON/OFF program will look like this:
status
0 HiMEM 38900
.
The Y and X coordinates of the sprite
Th IS 1me prevents the T emo program and the
YPOS & XPOS status.
The address to the first character In your status area to be overwritten by the Oric. .
sprite ego If you choose the characters
variable area.
A.B,C,D to represent your sprite, then the
Before creating the status area we must
address
to the first byte of "A" Is.
'
clear It.
important - ASCII pointer status.
The ASCllcode of the first character In 10 FOR F 38912 TO 40011
your sprite. If you choose same as above,
20 POKE F,O
30 NEXT F
then the ASCllcode of "A" Is Important
ASCllcode status.
.Now let's choose the sprites to work with. I'
The address to the first byte of your choose to work only with sprite 5. Don't
defined sprite - Sprltepolnter status.
bother about the number, I just chose it.
40 N =5
THE ADDRESSES TO THE STA TUSAREA
50 pO Ke 105,N
Status name
Basle address
Uses
ON/OFF
38912-39011
1 byte
I have to poke address 105 with N(5) only
YPOS
39012-39112
1 byte
because the program have to run through the
XPOS
39112-39211
1 byte
fIve first sprites to fInd my sprite. As you can.
ASCIIPOINTER
39212-39311
2 bytes.
5CC,1£would be faNtcr'if I had (:hO5tn 5pritC 1,'
~PR'TEPO'NTER
99712-~9811
2
bytes
ASCtlCODE
~9812-3gg11
1 byte
but this is just a demo to show you the main
Although some status only uses 1 byte to routines.
store (heir content, they ace nlade of Z bytcs.
. Now wc must define the sprite, and place
But it's only the low byte that is poked. And at it somewhere in the memory. I decided to
last, a very imponam address: 105. This
place it at address 38892-38899.1 could have
address indicates how many sprites, from the placed it anywhere else. But now I see a
first sprite, that you use. The value 2 means
problem. I have to decrease the Himem, so
the fmt 2 sprites, 15 means the fIrst 15 that the sprite codes won't be overwritten by
sprites.
the variable area. So I change row 0 to:
You can have a value between 1 and 49. 0 HIMEM 36892
Zero or greater than 49, will turn the program.
And to define the sprite and place it at
off.
memory location 38892-38899.
This makes it possible for you to store 49 60 FOR F = 38892 TO 38899
70 READ A
sprite statuses. But because of the character
limitation
only 92 useable characters gg ~~i ~ ,A
divided by four, makes a total of 23 sprites
100 DATA 18,12,30,45,45,30,18,0
.
the sprite number will decrease. But if you are
The Data values are taken from the. Oric
a whizkid, then perhaps you could learn how. manual page 89. As you can see, the sprite has
to make use of the other 26 possible sprites. I
(continued on next page)

I
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(continued from previous page)
.160 POKE 39812 + N x 2 - 2,ASC("a")
The ASCllcode of your Hrst character. The
the same size as an ordinary character. But it
takes four characters to poke the sprite onto character used here must be the same as in
line 140. Remember: Try not to ~ the four
screen. So on every characterised sprite,
preserved for one sprite, in
Temo will use four character. That's why the characters,
total amount of sprires, only is 23. I know that another sprite. It wouldn't look too good.
it's a waste of memory, but it's the only way to Now all status have been taken care of.
Type:
get a four-way direction of the sprites.
,.
To get the status address of sprite N, then 170 DOKE 2F5,40396
use the following formula: Status Basic This operation dermes a -new ~tnman4 . for
address + N x 2 - 2.. status address to sprite N. the Oric. The Tcmo command.
For example, we use sprite number 5, and 180 !
! is the new command. See page 128 in the
want to know the address to On/Off status.
The On/Off status Basic address is 38912. See Orie manual. Now all necessities have been
taken care of, so let's make a little routine to
"The
addresses
to the status
area".
sec what can be done with the Temo program.
38912 + 5 x 2 - 2 38920. 38920 is the OnlOff
status address of '"sprite number 5. Let's set the 190 FOR F 1 to 20
=
200 Y = PEEK(39012+ N x 2 - 2,Y)
statUs.
210
Y
Y
+
1
=
The On/Off status. The value I turns 220 POKE 39012
+ N ~2 - 2,Y
sprite on, value 0 turns sprite off:
230 X = PEEK(39112+ N x 2 - 2)
110 POKE 38912 + N x 2 2,1
240 X=X+ 1
250 POKE 39112+ N x2-2,X
The YPOS status:
260 !
120 POKE 39012 + N x 2 2,15
270 NEXT F
The XPOS status:
This linle routine moves the sprite around
130 POKE 39112+N x2-2,15
the screen. Experiment with different values
We now have positioned the sprite at 15,15.
to add in line 210 and 240.
The ASCII Pointer status:
280 POKE 38912 + N x 2 - 2,0

.

.

.
.

.
.

140 DOKE 39212 + N x 2

-

-

- 2,

46080 + (8 x ASC("a"})
To receive the Doke vaJue, we use another
formula, found on page 85 in the Oric
manual. The characrer is the first character
that the sprite is made. I have chosen the
character a,b,c and d to be used in my sprite.
If you would like to use odrer characters then
simply change the character between the quotationmarks. For example, if you would like:to
use the character T,U,V and W then change
the line to:
140 DOKE 39212 + N x 2 - 2,
46080 + (8 x ASC("T"»)

.
.

The sprite pointer status:
150 DOKE 39712 + N x 2 - 2,38892
The value 38892 is the address to the first
byte of the sprite codes.
The ASCI~code status:

b<bO c.

~

C~4-

Tum sprite off.
290 I
Makes the sprite disappear.
300 END
Don't clear the screen, if you don't want to
rmss the effect. Run, and watch the upper left
corner of the screen. This program was
written only for one sprite. Now it's your turn
to make use of the "femo sprites.
Study the program, and sec how it's done.
After a while you will have all addresses in
your bead, and then the use of the: Temo
sprites will be easier.
I hope that you understand, that the more
sprites you use, the more Poking and Doking
will have to be done.
T~ prevent a system crash the Hrst line to be
wrinen in any of your programs is: line
number Himem 38900

)~DOJ'2.'tD,it:A<?J

0, #BI,

II~

You can decrease the Himem value, but
don't set die value to be greater than 38900. If
you work with machine code, then you ought
to know that zero page address J66 and 167
holds the Himcm value, so that you don't
have to operate in Basic, only because of the
Himem.
The next lines to be written, if the status
area only contains the value 85(" 55), is:
Une number FOR F = 38912 to 40011
Une number POKE F,O
Une number NEXTF

.

Don't

enter

Hires

mode.

The

Temo

will,

after the fint run, prevent this by Poking
7~0.
Don't use the commands Grab and Release.
Don't Poke or Doke the memory bloclts
38900-38911and 40012-40620.
Check and double check your programs,
and 400't forget to Save them. You.re allowed
to Poke or Doke addresses 100-122, as these
locations are used by the Temo program.
The character that you choose to be your
sprite must be in succession, e.g., A,.B,C,D or

,.,S,%,&.

when called.
!fyCO.ldon't want to use the Temo command
The Temo program will handJeall sprites

depending on address 105

I, then
P~I*..~~

@j
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(. Club

Europe Oric Subscription

Form - Back Issue Order Form

A) SUBSCRIPTION
TO CLUB EUROPE
ORIC FOR THE YEAR 2003
Please print this form and send it to: Jonathan Bristow, 32 Conway Close, Houghton Regis, BEDS, LU5 5SE (GB)
I, the und ersig.ned ...........................................................................................................................
residing at:
...........................................................................................................................
hereby confirm that I subscribe- to CLUB ELTROPE OH1C for the year 2003.

I enclose a cheque payable to Mr Jonathan

for an amount of £

Bristow,

for the subscription type below (+ £10 per CD if applicable ')

..,

Please check one of three subscription

types (including

any options):

0

EUR 17 (£11) - Subscription to CEO + 11 issues ofCeo-Mag (monthly magazine)

0

EUR 26 (£11) - Subscription to CEO + 11 issues of Ceo-Mag + 4 quarterly disks (3.5-inch)
Please select your disk format:

0

0 SEDORIC

0 PC (for Euphoric emulator)

EUR 32 (£21) - Subscription to CEO + 11 issues of Ceo-Mag + 4 quarterly disks (3-inch)
NOTE: Sedoric disks only. Check if applicable: 0 Single-sided drive
At ..................................................

, on ...... I ...... I ...... , signature:

(jj=Subscriptions are for the whole year and include all issues from January 2003 to December 2003.
(jj= Subscribers eligible for a discount should nevet'theless fiIl in. and return this form
to the address above, along with a cheque for the appropriate amount.
B) CEO-MAG BACK ISSUES
Please send your orders

to:

IN PDF FORMAT ON Cl)-ROM
JOIIathan Bristow, 32 Cooway Close, HoughtOll Regis, BEDS, LU5 5SE (GB)

The whole Ceo-Mag collection from 1990 to 2002, or over 2700 pages, is now available on CD-ROM,
in PDF format, with a HTML index, for EUR 15 (£10). Because the CD is much more than a mere update
of the previous one, no discount is offered, unless otherwise agreed with Andre <ceo@oric.org>.
The CD is for CEO subscribers only. If you are not a CEO subscriber yet, then you will have to pay
EUR 32 (£21) in order to subscribe, receive Ceo-Mags and the CD, and benefit from all other CEO services.
We still have a few printed Ceo- Mag back issues, which are for sale at the following prices:
EUR 12 (£8) for one year, EUR 20 (£13) for two years, or EUR 25 (£16.5) for three years (please ask
for available issues/languages to Alain Weber, <ceo@oric.org».
We can also supply a copy, either in PDF or printed format, of any article which you may desperately
need. Such copies are free as long as requests remain reasonable.
C) BACK ISSUES OF CEO QUARTERLY DISKS IN DSK FORMAT ON CD-RONI
Please send your orders to:

Jonathan Bristow, 32 Conway Close, Houghton Regis, BEDS, LU5 5SE (GB)

The whole CEO disk collection (1987-2002) is now available on CD-ROM in DSK format, for EUR 15 (£10).
The CD is for CEO subscnoers only. If you are not a CEO subscriber yet, then you will have to pay
EUR 32 (£21) in order to subscribe, receive Ceo-Mags and the CD, and benefit from all other CEO services.
We can also supply a copy of any disk which you may desperately need, preferably in DSK format
(Euphoric disk image) or, exceptionally, in 3.5-inch format for an Onc disk drive. For further information,
please contact <ceo@oric.org>.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE PACKAGING AND POSTAGE. CHEQUES

IN POUNDS ONLY PLEASE. PAYABLE TO Mr

@

Jonathan

Bristow.

Brian's Pages

-

for the final time!

1) What comes next.
1

2

4

3

2) In a crate of one hundred eggs, six are known to be bad. What are the chances of drawing
out two and fmding them both bad?
3) A survey was carried out on one hundred people, to assertain eating habits. The following
results were given:
a) 20 eat breakfast
b) 23 eat lunch
c) 40 eat dinner
d) 6 ate breakfast and lunch
e) 7 eat breakfast and dinner
f) 5 eat lunch and dinner
g) 2 eat breakfast, lunch and dinner.
How many eat only one meal?
4) What do each of these Rebuses mean :
1

2

r-::l
~~::

+-1

1

~

3
Tune
Tune
Tune
Tune

BEHIND

ITha

t Soon
1

5) Rearrange all of the letters below into three birds and a fish......
HARD

4

SIT SAFER

Brian's Pages

-

for tJ.1efinal time!

, And so the clock counts down, and you read the very last pages in this the very last issue of
Rhetoric, I lllyself hope you have enjoyed nlY pages, as I nlyself have enjoyed con1piling .
I personally \vould like to thank the other contributing 111en1bersof Rhetoric l11agazine , in
particular Matt, Steve , Jon and Simon , \vithout whom, the last British bastion ofOric ne\vs
I

and software \vould never have reached tbe nllllemull1 , let alone 2003

.

Time alone has not permitted me to do IllY article on Oric hardware produced--, hdWever Illuch
of this infonnation can be found on the Oric vveb pages, should you wish to take a look,
perhaps however one day I'll complete my list and subn1it it to C.E.a. for publication. While
mentioning C.E. o. , why not give it a try , Its the only Oric lllag left out there for you.
Should anyone \tvish to keep in contact, then by all Illeans do so , my details are :

Brian Kidd , 65 Ham Drive, Plymouth, Devon. PL2 2NW : b.kidd@tesco.net.
And so time passes, signing off for the last time

.Bye Bye.
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